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Abstract. A SouthChina Sea warm pool with sea surfacetemperature(SST)
higherthan 29.5øC,recentlyreportedby Chu and Chang[1995a,b] and Chu et al.

[1997],appearsin the centralSouthChinaSea(westof the LuzonIsland)in boreal
spring,strengthensuntil the onsetof the summermonsoon(mid-May), and then
weakensand disappearsat the end of May. The transient features and interannual
variabilities of the warm pool have not yet been studied. Here we use a subsetof the

U.S. Navy's Master Oceanographic
ObservationData Set (MOODS) to investigate
the surfacethermal features. First, we employedan optimal interpolation schemeto
build up a 10-day interval synoptic data set for December 1963 to November 1984 on

a 0.5øx 1ø grids(finerresolution
in zonaldirection)fromthe MOODS SST data. An
ensemble
meanSSTfield (T) wasestablished
with a ratherweakhorizontalgradient
(28.5øCnearthe PalawanIslandto 26øCnearthe southeast
Chinacoast).Second,
we performed a compositeanalysisto obtain the averagedSST anomaly field T

deviatingfrom the ensemblemean for the winter and springseasons(DecemberMay). During December-March,
T is negativealmosteverywherethroughoutthe
wholeSouthChinaSea. In early April, positiveT with closedisoline(warmpool)
was evident west of Luzon Island. In May, the central SCS warm anomaly becomes
stronger. On May 11-20,the centralSCS warm pool (114ø-119øE,
14ø-19øN)
has T • 1.8øC.The size of the warm pool is around200,000km:. Third, we
performedan empiricalorthogonalfunction (EOF) analysison the residuedata
(T), deviatingfrom T + T, for the winter and springseasons,
in order to obtain
transient and interannual variations of the SST fields. EOF1 accounts for 35.5% of

the varianceand resemblesthe ensemblemean pattern of nearly parallel contours
with a maximum

value in the southeast and a minimum

value in the northwest.

EOF2 accounts
for 21.4%of the varianceandis characterized
by a warm/coolpool
(116ø-118øE,
16ø-18øN)westof the LuzonIsland. The corresponding
principal
component(PC:) hasstronginterannualvariabilitywith a maximumvalueof 10 on
February 11-20, 1965 and a minimum of-12 on March 21-31, 1964. This indicates

the appearance
of eithera warmpoolwith a maximum
s_trength
of 1.2øCor a cool
pool with a maximum strength of-løC. Combination of T and PC: x EOF2 leadsto

an occurrenceof a centralSCS warm poolfrom April to May with a warm anomaly
varying between 0.8ø and 3øC.
1. Introduction

face wind. Extendedcontinentalshelves(lessthan 100
The SouthChina Sea(SCS) hasa bottom topography rn deep)are foundon the westernand southernparts,
(Figure 1) that makesit a uniquesemi-enclosed
ocean while steep slopeswith almost no shelvesare found in
basin that is overlaid by a pronounced monsoon sur- the eastern part of SCS. The deepestwater is confined
to a bowl-type trench. The maximum depth is around
This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in
1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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poolsexist in SCS. Dale [1959]reporteda cool pool off
the central Vietnamesecoastin summer.Nitain i1970]
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On the basis of limited data sets, both cool and warm
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(2) both temperatureand salinity profiles,(3) soundspeedprofiles, and (4) surfacetemperature (drifting
buoy). These measurements
are, in general,irregular
in time and space. Due to the shear size (more than
six million profilestotal for the global ocean)and con-

Geography and isobaths(unit' m)
25

stant influx of data to the Naval OceanographicOnce

20

(NAVOCEANO) from varioussources,quality control
is very important. The primary editing procedureincluded removal of profiles with obviously erroneouslocation, profileswith large spikes(temperature higher

15

than 35øC and lower than-2ødo

not match the charac-

teristicsof surroundingprofiles,suchas profilesshowing
increaseof temperature with depth. After quality con-

trol, the historicalMOODS data (1900-1995)consisted
of 189,059profilesfor the wholeSCS (5øS-25øN,10501200E). Our studydomainis a subareaof SCScovering
90 to 25øN and 109øto 120øE, and our investigationperiod is December

1963 to November

1984.

The

total

number of profiles of this subset is 70,546. For convenience, we group the previous year's December data
with the current year's January-Novemberdata; for example, the 1964 data set includesthe data of December
1963 to November
110

115

120

125

Longitude(E), Depth=O(m)

Figure 1. Geographyand isobathsshowingthe bottom
topography of the South China Sea.
found a cool pool located to the northwest of Luzon.
Reports from the South China Sea Institute of Oceanol-

1964.

The temporal and spatial distribution of MOODS
data is irregular. Certain periods and areas are very
well sampled, while others lack enoughobservationsto
gain any meaningfulinsights.There exist some10 to 20day gapswith no observationsin the wholeSCS. Figure
2 showsthe sparsity of profilesin the southeastportion

of the study domain (from Liyue Bank, ZhengheReef
ogy (SCSIO) [SCSIO, 1985]indicatethat in the central to Yingqing Reef) and in the coastalregionof China
South China Sea, a warm pool appears in both sum-

continent. Figure 3 indicatesa heavily sampledperiod

mer and winter

during the VietnameseWar (1965-1969). The maximum number of observationsis in 1965 (around 7200
profiles). The minimum numberof observationsis in
1984 (near 980 profiles). Furthermore,vertical resolu-

but closer to Vietnam

in summer

at

the surface. Recently, a warm pool was reported in

the centralSCS during the late springseason[Chuand
Chang, 1995a,b;Chu et al., 1997; Tseng, 1995]and a
cool pool was detected in the central SCS during December 29, 1993 to January 5, 1994, from the analysis

of TOPEX/POSEIDON data [Soong,et al., 1995].
An international South China Sea Monsoon Exper-

iment (SCSMEX) was recentlyinitiated. Two of the

tion and data quality are alsohighly variabledepending
much on instrument type and samplingexpertise. Temporal and spatial irregularities along with the data resolution and quality problemsmust be carefully weighed
in order to avoid mathematically induced variability.

major objectives are to identify the influence of heat3. Establishment
ing contrastsbetweenthe SCS and surroundingregions

and the role of early monsoon(April-May) convection
and multiscale processesin the SCS in the abrupt transition and subsequentevolution of the East Asian mon-

soon [SCSMEX SciencePlan, 1995]. As a part of the
SCSMEX effort, our interest was concentrated on the
spatial and temporal variabilities of the SCS thermal
fields from December to May.

2. Master

Oceanographic Observational

Data Set (MOODS)
We use the extensive U.S. Navy's Master Observa-

tional Oceanographic
Data Set (MOODS) for the study.

of Gridded

Weuse1øx 1ø monthlyseasurfacetemperature(SST)
climatology[Levitus,1982]as the meanfield and an
optimum interpolation schemeto obtain gridded data
from the MOODS data. For 1964-1984,the SST perturbationsT•, T•, ..., T• for SST observations
wereobtained by subtracting the climatologicalvalue at the
closestgrid from the observation.Optimum interpolation assignsa weight to each observationthat accounts
for variation in spatial sampling. The interpolatedtemperature anomaly at the grid point, T,'
c, is a linear combinationof the observedanomalies,T[, T•, ..., T• with
weights c•l, c•2,..., C•N:
N

The MOODS is a compilation of ocean data observed

worldwide consistingof (1) temperature-onlyprofiles,

Data

i----1
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of MOODS stations during 1964-1984 for this study.

The valuesof the weights,o•i(i -- 1, 2, ..., N), are found anomaly pairs in each bin and represented by a Gausby minimizing, in a least square sense,the difference sian model for the combinationof different lags
between the interpolated value at the grid point and
the true value there and are obtained from solving the

q(m)- q(O)exp
[-A 2(rnAr)2]

(4)

algebraicequations[Gandin,1965]:

wherer/(rn) denotesthe ACF valuein the bin with the

N

• c•• + •- 2a•- •, i - 1,2,...,N.

(2)

j=l

horizontal separation mar.

Ar =10 km is the incre-

mentfor the space/timeseparation.A- • isthe horizontal decorrelation

scale.

Therefore

the autocorrelations

Here A is the signal-to-noise
ratio, t.tij is the autocorre- ]-tij and ttGi are givenby

lation between locations i and j, and/•Gi is the autocorrelation between the grid point and location i. The

autocorrelationfunction(ACF) is definedby

-

+

(3)

where r0 denotesthe independentspacevector defining
the location of points in a sampling spaceR, r is the

where rr•ij and rr•Gi representspatial separationsbetween locationsi and j and betweenlocationi and grid
point, respectively.
We applied this optimal interpolation method to build
up a near-10-day interval synoptic data set from Decem-

spacelag, and s2 is the variance.Here/• is computed ber 1963 to November1984 on a 0.5o x 1ø grid (finer
by paring the anomaliesinto bins dependingupon their
separation in space,r. The valuesof/• will be obtained
from calculating the correlation coefficientfor all the

resolutionin the zonaldirection)fromthe MOODS temperature data. Our total gridded data set consistsof
756 consecutive

SST fields.

15,764
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Figure 3. Temporaldistributionof MOODS stationsduring 1964-1984for this study.

4. Composite Analysis
We now examine

the data

-

-

(S)

to see if we can obtain

lead to the compositefeaturesof the 10œday
mean
a warm pool signal in the mean seasonal(winter to SST anomalies. Figures5 and 6 showT(xi,yj,tt),
spring)data. After the griddeddata set is established, tt- 1, 2, ..., 18, sincewe are only interestedin the therthe SST data are represented
by T(xi, yj, rk,tz), where mal fieldsfor the first part of the year (Decemberto
(xi,yj) is the horizontalgrids, •-k = 1964, 1965, ..., May),
1984 is the time sequencein years, and tz -1, 2, ..., 36
The 10-daymeanSST anomaly(T) hasthe following
is the time sequencewithin a year in 10-day intervals. features:
1. The first feature is a cooling phase. During
The first 10-day interval in the year starts from DecemDecember
to March, T is negative almost everywhere
ber; that is, t• = 1 represents
December1-10 (previous

year),tz = 2 denotesDecember
11-20(previous
year),
..., t• = 4 refersto January1-10 (currentyear), ..., and
tz = 36 indicatesNovember21-30 (currentyear). Be-

25

fore investigatingthe annual variation of SST, we define
the followingtwo temporal averages:

-T(x•,y•,tz)- • l ZT(xi,y•,•-•,t•)
k

Ar = 21(1984- 1964)

(6)

which are the annual mean values, and

-

t,)

(7)

l--1

which

are the ensemble

mean values.

The

ensemble

mean (1964-1984)SST field overthe SCS (Figure4)
showsa pattern of northeast-southwestoriented isotherms
with a positive temperature gradient toward southeast
near the equator. The ensemble mean has a rather

weak horizontal temperature gradient.
from 28.5øC west of Palawan
China

T decreases

110

to 26øC near the southeast

coast.

The annual

mean values deviated

mean,T(xi, yj),

from the ensemble

115

120

Longitude(E), Depth=O(m)

Figure 4. The ensemblemeanof the SST fieldduring
1964-1984.
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Figure 5. Averaged 10-day SST anomaliesrelative to the ensemblemean from December to

February:(a) December
1-10,(b) December
11-20,(c) December
21-31,(d)January1-10,(e)
January11-20,(f) January21-31,(g) February
1-10,(h) February
11-20,(i) February
21-28(or
29). Solid(dashed)contoursdenotepositive(negative)anomalies.

staysnegativeuntil late April (April 21-30). This means
that early SCS warming,starting in the southeastSCS
coast of China. This indicatesthat the SCS cooling and advectingto the central SCS, is not forced by the
during the winter monsoonseasonis the weakestin the Kurushio intrusion. It also implies that the Kuroshio
throughout the whole domain and becomesmore neg-

ative

from the west coast of Palawan

to the southeast

southeastSCS and the strongestnear the Taiwan Strait

water entering SCS in April might be cooler than the

(5 -3øc) ß

SCS water (at leastat the surface).

2. The secondfeature is an early warming phase. In
3. The third stage is a mature warming phase. In
early April, positive T is evident west of Luzon Island May, the central SCS warm pool becomesstrongerthan
and west of Palawan Island. At the Luzon Strait, T the early warming phase. During May 11-20, the central

15,766
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Figure 6. Averaged
10-daySSTanomalies
relativeto theensemble
meanfromMarchto May:

(a)March1-10,(b) March11-20,(c)March2-3t, (d)April1-10,(e)April11-20,(f) April2-30,
(g)
May1-10,(h) May11-20,
(i) May21-31.Solid(dashed)
contours
denote
positive
(negative)
anomalies.
SCSwarm pool (114ø-119øE,
14ø-19øN)hasT > 1.8øC usedempiricalorthogonalfunction(EOF) analysisto
and accountsfor the maximum mean warm anomaly.
The sizeof the warm pool is around200,000km2.

investigatethese issues.
5.1.

5. Empirical Orthogonal Function
(EOF) Analysis
The composite analysis showsthe existenceof a cen-

EOFs

for

the

SST

Anomalies

The SST synopticanomaliesobtainedby

T(xi, yj,rk,t•)- r(xi, yj, rk,tt)- T(xi,yj,tt)

(9)

tral SCS warm pool in the 10-daymeanSST anomaly are re-arranged
into a N x P matrix, T(r,•,tp), n 1,2,...,N; and p = 1,2,...,P. Here P - 378 is the
tures of the SCS warm pool? What are the synoptic total numberof time pointsusedfor computingthe coand interannualvariabilitiesof SCS warm pool? We variancematrix, i.e., 21 yearsof every10-daymeasuredata during April to May. What are the transient fea-
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ments from December to May; N = 255 corresponds seasons
(Decemberto May)of21 years(1964-1984),we

to the numberof grids (i = 1,2, .., 17;j = 1, 2, ...15). perform an EOF analysisusingthe methodoutlined in
Empiricalorthogonalfunctionanalysis[Lorenz,1956], section5.1 and obtain the first six leading EOFs, which
widely used in oceanographicand meteorologicalre-

are able to account for almost 81.7% of the total vari-

search[e.g., Weare et al., 1976] (seereview by Rich- ance during the seasons(Table 1). When combined,
man, [1986])is the sameas princi.
pal component(PC) EOF1 and EOF2 explain over half (57%) of the total
analysis[Hotelling, 1933]in the statisticscommunity. variance. Each EOF mode is normalized so that its toPCs are the amplitudes,which are functionsof time, of
their correspondingEOFs. These EOFs can be found
by calculatingthe unitary eigenvectorsof the covariance
matrix associatedwith the sample data field. EOF analysis separatesthe data setsinto eigenmodes.Generally
speaking,each mode has an associatedvariance, nondimensional spatial pattern, and dimensional time series.
One nicefeature of the EOF analysisis that it doesnot
require the data to be continuousin time. We can analyze the data from Decemberto May to investigate the
variability during that period. Therefore we have 378
time points in the EOF analysis. From this data matrix
a 255-squarespatial covariancematrix is calculated by
Rll

R12

...

R •v•

R •v2

...

R •v•v

p

255,P:

anomalies of whole SCS. Hence it suffices to focus on the

first six EOFs. Their structures are shown in Figure 7.

The EOF1 mode (Figure 7a) has a NE-SW orientation and accountsfor up to 35.6% of the total spatial
variance during December to May. This pattern is believed to be related to the ensemblemean pattern. This

indicatesthat sucha pattern (NE-SW orientation)repeats in time. To illustrate the possibility of the same
pattern occurring in the mean and EOF1 fields, we assume that a data set contains only one pattern A with
the amplitude varying in time. Then the mean field is
simply the pattern A with the averageamplitude, and

the EOF (only one) is alsothe pattern A. By removing
the mean from the data field, the averagevalue of the
EOF amplitudesnow vanishes.The EOF2 mode (Figure 7b) hasa closedisolineof-0.1 to the westof Luzon
Island (116ø-118øE,16ø-18øN)and accountsfor about
21.4% of variance. This warm/coolpool is embedded
into the warm pool identifiedby the compositeanalysis.

Rn,•
- • • T(r•,tp)T(r,•,
tp),
N-

tal spatial varianceis equal to unity. So thosepatterns
of the first six EOFs are enough to explain the spatial

378

(10) However, we still cannot identify whether EOF2 representsa warm or cool pool sincethe valuesin Figure 7
where n and m (1, 2, ..., N) denotethe grid locations. are normalized. We shouldconsiderthe product of the
The diagonalelementsof the covariance
matrix R• (n - EOF values and the correspondingtime series of the
1, 2,...,N) are the varianceat location r•. The off- amplitudes, also called PC components.
diagonal elements are the covariancewith spatial lag
equal to the differencebetweenthe row and column in- 5.3. Temporal
dices. This symmetric matrix has its N real eigenvalues

Variabilities
A

The data matrix, T(xi, yj, rk, tt), is thuswritten by

,ksand eigenvectors
•b,(rj), suchthat

(13)

N

Z Rij•a(rj)-

i:

1,2,...,N

(11)

j=l

The eigenvectors
41,42, ..., 4N are calledempiricalorthogonalfunctions.Each•, is a 255-point(17x 15grid
in thisstudy)distributionof SSTanomalypattern. The
eigenvalues,
,X•(c•- 1,2, ..., N), areall positive,and the
summationof them, Y• As, equalsthe total variance.

wherePC•(tp) is the principalcomponent
with a unit of
degreeCelsiusand a size of P, representingthe temporal variation of the associatedspatial pattern described
by EOF 4•(xi, yj). The time seriesis analogousto a
projection of SST anomaly through the "filter" of an
EOF mode during a time scale.

Therefore ,X• is consideredas the portion of total vari-

ance "explained"by the EOF •. It is convenientto Table 1. Variances of the First Six Leading EOFs
label the eigenfunctions
4• so that the eigenvalues
are
in descendingorder, i.e.,

)•1> )•2> ,•3 > ...

(12)

EOF

Variance, %

1

35.6
21.4

35.6
57.0

3

12.4

69.4

4

5.3

74.7

2

5.2. Principal EOF Modes

Cumulative Variance, %

Intraseasonal
andinterannualanomalies
canbe quan- 5

4.7

79.4

titatively investigatedwith the methodof EOF analysis 6
and a number of its generalizedforms. In order to delineate the major modesof variability in winter and spring

2.3

81.7
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Figure 7. First six EOF modes(the valuesweremultipliedby 10) computed
fromJanuary-May
data during1964-1984'(a) EOF1, (b) EOF2, (c) EOF3, (d) EOF4, (e) EOF5, and (f) EOF6.
Solid (dashed)contoursdenotepositive(negative)values.

The first principalcomponent,PCl(tp), for 1964- closedisolineof-0.1 to the westof LuzonIsland(Fig1984is shownin Figure8. The EOF1 modeC)l(xi,yj) ure 7b). As before,PC2(tp) > 0 corresponds
to negis alwaysnegativethroughoutthe wholedomain(Fig- ative SST anomalies,and PC2(tp) < 0 corresponds
to
ure 7a). ThereforeP(f!(tp} > 0 corresponds
to nega- positive SST anomalies. Taking the year of 1964 as
tive SST anomalies,and P(fl(tp) < 0 corresponds
to an example, PC2(tp) is almostalwaysnegativefrom
positive SST anomalies. Taking the year of 1968 as

December 1963 to early May and reachesa minimum
value of-12 on March 21-31, which impliespositiveSST
anomalies over the whole SCS with a warm pool component to the west of Luzon Island during 1964 winter
period. Furthermore,
the variabilityof EOF1 (Figure and spring seasons.The maximum SST anomalyof the

an example,PCl(tp) is alwayspositivefrom early December(1967) to late April (1968), whichimpliesthe
negative SST anomaliesin the whole SCS during this

7a) is small westof PalawanIslandand increases
north-

warmpoolin 1964is around1.2øC[-0.1 x (-12ø)]. On

westward toward the southeast coast of China.

the other hand, taking the year of 1965 as another ex-

Thesecond
principal
component,
PC2(•p),for 1964- ample,PC2(tp) hasa maximumvalueof 10 (midFebru1984is shownin Figure9. The EOF2 moded2(xi,yj)

ary), whichimpliesnegativeSST anomaliesin the whole

is negative throughout the whole domain and showsa

domain and a cool pool component to the west of Lu-
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Figure 8. Time seriesof PC1 (Decemberto May) for 1964-1984.The unit is degreesCelsius.

zon Island with a magnitudeof-løC (-0.1x10øC) on
February 11-20, 1965. This indicatesthe appearanceof
either a warm pool with a maximumstrengthof 1.2øC
or a cool pool with a maximum strength of-iøC.
Combination of T and PC2xEOF2

leads to an oc-

currenceof a central SCS warm pool from April to May
with a warm anomaly varying between0.80 and 3øC.
6. A Possible

Combined

Wind-Topography

Effect

The bowl-type bottom topographyshownin Figure
i provides a favorable condition for the central SCS

warm pool formation in spring. When the surfacewind
stress curl over the central SCS is anticyclonic, Ekman
downwelling will occur in the central part of the bowl
and upwelling will occur near the boundary of the bowl
through mass balance. The downwellingprevents the
deep cold water from advecting upward, and the upwelling helps the deep cold water advecting upward.
This makes the central part of the bowl warm and the
side part of the bowl cool and leads to the generation
of the central $CS warm pool.
From late winter to early spring, a surfaceanticyclone

usuallyappearsover the centralSCS [Cheang,1987].
This anticyclone generates downwellingin the central

15,770
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SCS and in turn prevents the cold deep water from be- the surfacemixedlayer. This process
maythendestroy
ing advected to the surface. As springstarts the cold the central SCS warm pool.
northeast(winter) monsoondiminishes
andthe skyover
the SCS also enters a more clear period with lesscloud 7. Conclusions
coverand rainfall and rapidly increasingsolarradiative
Our study showsthe existenceof a central SCS warm
warming at the sea surface. This warm pool, with a
temperature(between0.80 and 3øC) higherthan the pool during winter and spring seasonsfrom analysisof
surroundingsin a generally warm SCS, may lower the the Navy's Master ObservationalOceanographicData
analatmospheric surface pressureand promote the onsetof Set (MOODS). Optimal interpolation,composite
the southwest(summer) monsoon.The appearanceof ysis, and EOF analysis were used. We obtained the
a cyclonic circulation with the lower pressureafter the following results:
summer monsoononset may generateEkman upwelling
1. The ensemblemeanSST field (T) wasestablished
in the central SCS, bringing the deep cold water into with a rather weak horizontalgradient (28.5øCwest

CHU ET AL- SOUTH CHINA SEA WARM POOL DETECTED IN SPRING
of Palawan

Island

to 26øC near the southeast

China

Coast).

2. The composite
analysis
indicates
thefoilowing
features of the averagedSST anomaly fields T relative to

15,771

tichal CLIVAR-GOALS Workshop on Asian-Australian
Monsoon Oceanographyand Meteorology,UCAR Joint In-

ternationalClimate Projects/PlanningOffice,Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia, April 10-12, 1995a.
Chu, P.C., and C.P. Chang, South China Sea warm pool

the ensemble
meanin the winterand spring_seasons and

monsoon development, paper presented at the In-

ternational South China Sea MonsoonExperiment (SC(December-May).DuringDecemberto March,T isnegativealmosteverywhere
throughout
the wholedomain. SMEX) Scientific Workshop,ChineseNational Meteorological Administration, Beijing, China, June 5-7, 1995b.
In early April, positiveT with closedisoline(warm Chu,
P.C., S.H. Lu, and Y.C. Chen, Temporal and spatial
pool) is found west of Luzon Island. The size of the
variabilities of the South China Sea surface temperature
pool is around 200,000km2. In May, the centralSCS
anomaly, J. Geophys. Res., in press, 1997.

warmanomalybecomes
signi•ficant.
On May 11-20,the
central SCS warm pool has T > 1.8øC.
3. EOF analysis was applied to the residual SST

data T (deviatedfrom T-t-T) to investigatethe transient and interannual

SST variabilities.

EOF1

accounts

for 35.5% of the variance and resembles the ensemble

mean pattern of nearly parallel contours with a maximum

value in the southeast and a minimum value in
the northwest.
EOF2 accounts for 21.4% of the vari-

Dale, W.L., Winds and drift currents in the South China
Sea, Malay. J. Trop. Geogr., 8, 1-31, 1959.

Gandin, L.S., Objective Analysis of MeteorologicalFields,
242 pp. [sr. Program for Sci. Transl., Jerusalem, 1965.
Hotelling, H., Analysis of a complex of statistical variables
into principal components, J. Educ. Psychol., 2d, 417441, 498-520, 1933.

Levitus, S., Climatological atlas of the world ocean, NOAA
Prof. Pap., 13, U.S. Gov. Print. Off., Washington,D.C.,
1982.

Lorenz, E.N., Empirical orthogonal functions and statistical
weather prediction, Sci. Rep. 1, 49 pp. Star. Forecastance and is characterized
by a warm/coolpool (eming Proj., Dep. of Meteorol., Mass. Inst. of Technol.,
bedded into the warm pool identifiedby the composite
analysis)to west of Luzon Island. The corresponding Cambridge, 1956.
Nitain, H., Oceanographicconditions in the sea east of
principalcomponent(PC2) hasstronginterannualvariPhilippines and Luzon Strait in summer of 1965 and 1966,
ability with a maximum value of 10 on February 11-20,
in: The Kuroshio-A Symposium on Japan Current edited
1965 and a minimum of-12 on March 21-31, 1964. This
by J.D. Marr, pp. 213-232, East-West Press, Honolulu,

leads to the appearanceof either a warm pool with a
maximum strength of 1.2øC or a cool pool with a maximum strength of-løC. In other words, PC•xEOF2 is
bounded

between-1

o and 1.2øC.

4. Combination of T and PC2xEOF2

leads to an

occurrenceof a central SCS warm pool from April to
May with a warm anomaly varying between 0.8o and

Hawaii, 1970.
Richman, M.B., Rotation of principal components, J. Climatol., 6, 193-235, 1986.

Soong, Y.S., J.H. Hu, C.R. Ho, and P.P. Niiler, Cold-core
eddy detected in South China Sea. EOS Trans. AGU,
345-347, 1995.

South China Sea Institute of Oceanology,Academia Sinica,
Integrated Investigation Report on Sea Area of the South

China Sea (II), pp. 183-231,Science,Beijing, 1985.

South China Sea Monsoon Experiment SciencePlan Work5. A combined wind-topography effect is proposed
ing Group, The South China Sea Monsoon Experiment

to explain the formation and destruction of the central
SciencePlan, 65 pp., NASA Goddard SpaceFlight Center, Greenbelt, Md., 1995.
SCS warm pool. On the other hand, the appearance
and disappearanceof the central SCS warm pool will af- Tseng, H.C., South China Sea warm-core and cool-core
eddies detected from the Navy's Master Oceanographic
fect the atmospheric circulation. Thus the central SCS
ObservationData Set (MOODS), M.S. thesis, U.S. Nay.
warm pool might be an important componentfor the
Postgrad. School, Monterey, Calif., 1995.
SCS coupled air-ocean system.
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